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An algebraic version of cohomotopy groups is developed. Further the stabilization problem for 

the K1 of Bass is studied for matrices that are much smaller than those treated classically. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. In this paper we consider two topics. The first concerns the kernel of the stabili- 

zation map CL,(R)/&(R) -+ GL,+k (R)/&+,(R) for n in a ‘meta-stable range’, 

viz. dim(R) + 3 s2ns2 dim(R) + 2 (kr 1). Here our results generalize the pre- 

stabilization theorem of Vaserstein. 

The second topic, somewhat related to the first, concerns the algebraic analogue 

of the following topological situation. Consider the fibration SO,_, + SO, 3 S”-’ 

where n L 3 and p sends an orthogonal matrix to its first row. Let X be a finite CW 

complex of dimension at most 2n - 4. The set [X, SnP1] of homotopy classes of 

continuous maps from X to S”-’ is an abelian group, because the suspension 

theorem identifies it with a morphism set in the stable category. As we are interested 

in the ‘stabilization’ map [X, SO,_ i] --f [X, SO,], we look at the exact sequence of 

pointed sets [X, SO,_i] --f [X, SO,] -+ [X,S”-‘I. It turns out that this sequence 

enjoys the following structure. One may view [X,S”-‘1 as a right module for the 

group [X, SO,] in such a way that the usual action of [X, SO,,] on [X, SnP1] - 

induced by the action from the right of SO, on S”-’ - takes the form ([o], g) H 

[o]g+p*(g), where p* is induced by p, [u] E [X, Snp’], g E [X, SO,] (Theorem 7.8). 

1.2. Classical algebraic K-theory has been designed to imitate certain parts of 

topology. The situation we have just described generalizes as follows: Let n 2 3 and 

let R be a commutative ring with sdim(R) at most 2n -4, where sdim(R) is the 

‘stable range dimension’ of R, i.e. the ‘dimension’ which is detected by Bass’ stable 

range conditions. (Thus sdim(R) is one less than the ‘stable rank’ sr(R) of [16].) 

For example, if X is a finite CW complex of dimension d, then the stable range 
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dimension of the ring C(X) of continuous real valued functions on X is just d, 

by 1161. 
As in [4] we consider the orbit set Urn,(R)/&(R), which in the case of our 

example R = C(X) is just [X,9-‘]. We show that for sdim(R) 5 2n - 4 one may 

give Urn,(R)/&(R) the structure of a right GL,(R) module in such a way that the 

ordinary action from the right of GL,(R) on Urn,(R)&(R) takes the form ([v], g) - 

[o]g+ [g], where [g] denotes the orbit of the first row of g, gE GL,(R), [o] E 
Urn,(R)/&(R). (In the example R=C(X) one may identify SL,(R)/E,,(R) with 

KSO,l. See F3, §71.) 

1.3. Before showing that Urn,(R)/&(R) is a right GL,(R) module, we must first 

show that it has the structure of an abelian group. To this end we introduce weak 

(higher) Mennicke symbols. They are inspired both by the higher Mennicke symbols 

of Suslin [ 131 and by the ‘symplectic’ group structure which Vaserstein has put on 

Urn,(R)/&(R) when sdim(R) = 2 (see [15, Theorem 5.21). We show, if n r 3 and R 

is a commutative ring with sdim(R) I 2n - 4, that the universal weak Mennicke sym- 

bol wms : Um,(R)/E,(R) + WMS,(R) is a bijection with an abelian target, which 

provides Urn,(R)/&(R) with the desired structure of an abelian group. Here a 

weak Mennicke symbol (of order n) over R is a map wms from Urn,(R)/&(R) to a 

group such that - with some obvious abuse of notation - whenever (q, ~2, . . . , u,), 

(l+q,u,,..., u,) are unimodular and r(1 + q) = q mod (u2 R + ... + u, R), one has 

wms(q, u2, . . . . u,) = wms(r, u2, . . . , o,)wms(l + q, u2, . . . , 0,). 

Observe that (q, u2, . . . , u,) and (r(1 + q), 02, . . . , u,) are in the same orbit, so that an 

ordinary higher Mennicke symbol defines a weak one. If n is even and sdim(R)< 

2n- 5, we further show that the universal (ordinary) higher Mennicke symbol 

induces a bijection Um,(R)/(GL,(R) n E,,+,(R)) + MS,(R), just like for the classi- 

cal case n =2, sdim(R) = 1, [1,20]. For further details we refer to the theorems in 

the paper. For more background see [4] and [20]. 

2. Pre-stabilization revisited 

2.1. Conventions. A is an associative ring with unit, finitely generated as a module 

over a central subring R, and B is an ideal in A. We write Z,,, for the m by m iden- 

tity matrix and drop the index m when the size is clear from the context. Recall that 

for n 2 3 the relative elementary subgroup E,(A, B) of GL,(A) is generated by ele- 

ments .ijbji(-a)ij with b E B, a E A, where y” (or y&j) denotes the elementary mat- 

rix with ones on the diagonal and y on the intersection of the ith row with thejth 

column (ifj). The group E,(A, B) is normal in GL,(A) [ 181. When writing some- 

thing like GL,(A) (l &+;(A, B) one means 
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As explained in 1.2 we write sdim(A) = sr(A) - 1, where sr(A) is as in [16]. 

2.2. Theorem. Let n 2 3. Assume that A is commutative with sdim(A) I 2n - 3 or 
assume that the maximal spectrum of R is the union of finitely many noetherian sub- 
spaces of dimension at most 2n - 3. Let i, j be non-negative integers. 

For every g E GL,,; (A) fl E”ii+j+, (A, B) there are matrices u, v, w, M with entries 
in B and q with entries in A such that 

li+1+w v 
I,_, +A4 

~gE,,+iMB), 
w 

$+,+w w 
W I,_, +A4 I cEn+j(A,B)* 

2.3. Comment. Conversely, if such U, v, w,M and q exist, then g E GL,, j(A) fl 
E,+;+j+l(A, B) by the appropriate version of the Whitehead lemma (see [4,2.14]). 

Thus the theorem says that the Whitehead lemma describes all of GL, +i(A) fl 

En+i+j+l(A,B). 

2.4. Corollary. (Pre-stabilization, cf. [17,3.4; 6; 4,2.8]). Say A is commutative and 
4m 2 3 sdim(A) + 5. Then GL,(A) n E(A, B) is generated by the fractions (Z, +XY) 
(I, + YX)-’ where X has entries in B, Y has entries in A and Z, + XY is invertible. 

Proof. Take n minimal so that sdim(A) 5 2n - 3 and put i = j= m -n. Observe that 

n+i+j+lrsdim(A)+2, SO that GL,(A)flE(A,B)=GL,+i(A)flE,+i+j+,(A,B) 
by stability for K, ([17, Theorem 3.21 or [lo, Theorem 2.21). Now apply Theorem 

2.2 and compare with [17]. 

2.5. Remark. To avoid further technicalities we do not consider the case n =2. 
See [20]. 

2.6. Before embarking on the proof of the theorem, let us briefly discuss the setting 

for the computations. We work with block matrices 

P 4 r 

i I s t I.4 

vwx 

wherep is i+l by i+l, t is n-l by n-l, xis j+l byj+l. 

More specifically, we work with expressions built from factors 
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(the upper block triangular types) and 

I P 4 0 
s t 0 

uwx 

(the lower block triangular types). In products of such matrices we freely move fac- 
tors back and forth, keeping in mind that matrices in GL,+;+j+r(A) of the shape 
(I’;’ T) form a subgroup, just like matrices of the shape (“:I t), or those of the 

shape (i 4:,), or those of the shape (: c,). 

Example 1. Consider the product 

[Z IIt][“;’ ,9j][” :I] 

where c, de E,,+i(A, B). Rewrite it as 

where c’ is the product of c with a conjugate of d (and thus C’E E,,+i(A, B)). Thus 
d has been ‘moved over to c’. 

Example 2. Let 

g=[i I+ s,ll: ‘r ;,] 

where t, u have entries in B and u has entries in A. Both factors have shape (i I,:,), 
We may ‘interchange’ the two factors and rewrite g as 

i4; I;, jJ[; ;,][y I;l iJ 

where w has entries in B and a E E,,+i(A, B) because 
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Thus u has been ‘moved over to the left’. Observe that one could just as well write 

gas 

In this section we will often leave long sequences of such manipulations to the 

reader, without much further comment. 

It is usually not hard to guess which factors need to be broken up, which factors 

are better taken together, and in which direction something must be moved to im- 

prove the situation. The formulas underlying the computations are those of block 

multiplication, such as 

2.7. Let M,,.(B) denote the set of m by n matrices over B. Theorem 2.2 will be 

derived from 

Proposition. Under the conditions of 2.2 every element Of E,,i,j,l(A, B) may be 
written in the form 

Remark. Computing modulo B one finds that in fact the top n - 1 rows of q have 

entries in B. That part of q may thus be absorbed in a. Similarly the last n - 1 

columns of s have entries in B so that one may assume them to be zero (absorb them 

in b). 

2.8. First assume that the proposition has been proved for i = 0. Under that assump- 

tion we now discuss how to derive the proposition by induction on i. Let j 2 1 and 

let an element of En+i+j+ l(A, B) be written as in the proposition. We want to in- 

crease i by 1 and thus decrease j by 1. We assume that the last n - 1 columns of s 

vanish, cf. Remark 2.7. Use the case i=O to decompose b as 

[: ;][;I I.:_J: ;:I[: ;][: ;] 

and plug this into the expression for g where g is our element. 
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The resulting expression may be reorganized to obtain the desired form 

by persistent application of small modifications as discussed in 2.6 (with i replaced 
by i+ 1, j by j- 1). But the reader may need the following hint. Split 

I 0 

i IL Zi+l 0 0 _ 
n+l 

s rj,l = 
0 I,-1 0 

* O Ij+l_ 

into factors 

where u has entries in B and u is such that 

Observe that this hint is superfluous if A = B, as in that case u = 0 will do. Now first 
show that g may be written as 

trace what happened modulo B and give a qualitative description of the stars. 
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Then rewrite g as 

287 

and finally finish the induction step. 

2.9. It remains to prove the proposition for i=O. We start with some lemmas. 

Recall that R lies in the center of A, with A finite over R. 

Lemma. Let x=~(x~, . . ..x ,,+j) be a column over A (T denotes ‘transpose’), let 

qEMl,j+l(B), zeA, _YERn(Ax,)+Rn(Ax2+ . ..+Ax._,). Then there are aE 
E,(A,B), bEEn+j(A,B) with 

First proof. This proof only works if A is commutative. Say A = R. For simplicity 

alsotakeB=A. Writey=t,x,+...+t,_,x,_,andwriteq=(q,,...,q,+j). Itsuffices 

to treat the case where A is a polynomial ring over Z in variables I,, x,,,, q,,,, z, as 

the general case then follows by substitution. We write qx for q,,x,, + ... + qn+jxn +j. 

Now T(l+qxyz,xl_vz, . . . . x,_ 1 yz) is unimodular (go local or look at (I- qxyz) x 
(1 + qxyz) - 1) and therefore it equals the first column of some g EE,(A), by [ll, 

Theorem 2.61. Choose (“, f) such that its first column is the first column of 

and write h as (k :)(A i). Then bEEn+j (A) by [ll, Corollary 6.51 and the lemma 
follows. 

Second proof. This proof is inspired by earlier work with the Steinberg group, 

cf. [5, Lemma 4.71. Again write q as (qn, . . . , qn+j). Let US define U;(q) to consist 

of the columns o=~(u~,...,u,+~) for which T(l+qu,ul,...,~n_,) is unimodular, 

where qu denotes qn V, + ... + q,, +j V, +j. Let V be the subset of U;(q) consisting of 

the u for which 

i 0 0 1oq 0 I 0 I Irl 1 0 

v z 
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may be written as 

with CZEE,(A,B), ~EE,+~(A,B). 
We now define some operations that leave V invariant (and whose inverses also 

leave V invariant). The first operation adds pu, to us, with rfs, r<n, s<n, p E A. 
To see that it leaves V invariant, conjugate r 0 0 109 0 I 0 I II1 u I 

by P~+',~+' (and then reorganize, as always). 
The next operation adds pv, to u, with p E A, r< n IS. To see that it leaves V 

invariant, multiply 

I 0 0 109 0 z 0 I if1 v 1 0 z 

from the left by (qs p)‘,‘+’ ps+13r”, from the right by (-P)‘+~,‘+~. The last opera- 
tion adds p( 1 + qu) to u, where p E A, r< n. To see that it leaves V invariant, mul- 
tiply from the left by pr+lsl and from the right by the commutator of 

r 0 0 109 0 I 0 1 I 
and pr + ‘* ’ . 

We claim there is a sequence of these operations that sends T(~r yz, . . . ,x,, +jyz) to 
zero. This will establish the lemma, as zero is clearly in K Use the Nakayama 
Lemma and localization to find g E R with 1 +yg cA(1 + qxyz). Put f = 1 +yg. The 
operations enable us to replace (z$) by 

In T(~2y2~, -xl z, x3yz, . . . , Xn+jyZ) we may further replace y by an element of 
m(h,+ .** +Ax,._,), as we may add multiples of the entry -x,z to the other 
entries. 

With such a new y the column ‘(I+ qxyz, x2yzz, x3 yz, . . . , x,_ 1 yz) is unimodular 
(go local or look at 1 - (qxyz)4), so that we may moreover replace x, by the new y, 
Finish the proof. 
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2.10. Remark. So far we did not use sdim. We used only that A is module finite 

over R, when applying the Nakayama Lemma. 

2.11. Recall that a triangular matrix is called unipotent if it has ones on the 

diagonal. 

Lemma (cf. [6,3.4]). Let UeE,+j(B) be unipotent upper triangular, let NeE,_,(A) 
and WE GL, +j (A). Let x = T(~I, . . . ,x,, +j) be the first column of (r y) U W and let 
_YERn(Axl)+Rn(Axz+.*.+Ax,_,), ZEA. Finally let aeE,(A,B), pEM,,/+I(B), 

qEM,z+j,l(A), rEMI,.+,( Then 

with a’EE,,(A,B), bEEn+j(A,B), p’EM,,j+l(B). 

Proof. We may assume a= I, p=O. Then 

with k~Mr,~+r(B). By 2.9 we may write 

with a“ E E,,(A, B), b” E E,, + j(A, B). Plug this in and rearrange. 

2.12. Now we are going to use the dimension hypothesis of the theorem. 

Lemma. Under the conditions of 2.2 let T(~,, . . . , X,+j), ‘(w ;, . . . , W,:+j) be uni- 
modular columns with w, - 1 E B, w; - 1 E B. There are unipotent upper triangular 
matrices U, CT’ in E,.j(B) and elements N, N’ of E,_ ,(A) such that if one puts 
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then T(x, ) . ..) X”_,,X) . . . . ; x; _ ,) is unimodular. Moreover, if A is commutative one 
may take N= N’= I and if A is not commutative one may arrange that 

Rfl(Ax,)+... +Ri--l(Ax,_,)+Rn(Ax;)+...+Rf-l(Ax;_,) = R. 

Proof. First consider the case that A is commutative, sdim(A) 5 2n - 3. Choose z 

in A~,+.*.+Avv,+~ and Z’ in AwA+..*+AWA+~ such that T(~,,...,~n_l,~) and 

‘(w;, . . . . WA-l, z’) are unimodular. The column T(~l, . . . , w, _ 1, w;, . . . , w,!_ 1, 

~(1 - w,)z’(l - w;)) is unimodular of length 2n - 1 (inspect it modulo an arbitrary 

maximal ideal), so that we may apply the stable range condition to it. We may add 

multiples of the last entry to the other entries and get a shorter unimodular column. 

Translate this into matrix language to get the lemma. 

In the non-commutative case the lemma just encodes one step in one of the easier 

proofs of the relevant stable range condition relative to the ideal B. Compare [4,2.4] 

and [17,2.5]. As the products of type (f y) U form a group (N, U as in the lemma), 

we may first reduce to the case where w,- 1, w:- 1 are in B for all r< n. In that 

case we will only need to add elements of Bw, to w,, of Bw: to w,’ with s<n, r#s. 
(Such additions translate into multiplications by elementary matrices, of course.) 

With such additions modify wl, w2, . . . , w, _ 1, w;, . . . , WA _ , consecutively (thus 

creating x,, . . . , xA_, consecutively) such that for each k the first k of the ideals 

R n (Ax,), . . . , R fl (Ax; _ 1) add up to an ideal of ‘codimension’ at least k, as in the 

proof of [4,2.4]. 

2.13. Lemma. Under the assumptions of 2.2 the matrices in GL,+j+,(A) that can 
be written as 

with a,c~-MAB), bEEn+j(AvB)v P,tEM,,j+l(B), q,sEMn+j,l(A), rEMl,.+j(B), 
form a subgroup and this subgroup contains E,,,i,,(A,B). 

Proof. The last fact follows from the ‘transpose’ of [4,2.2]. For the same reason 

it suffices to show that the set Y of matrices that can be written as in the lemma 

is invariant under left multiplication by elements (A y) with u E M,,,+j(B) (easy) 

and by elements (i y ). If g E V we therefore consider h = (i F)g and rewrite it as 

with al,azEE,(A,B), b,,bzEEn+j(A,B), p1,p2EMn,j+l(B) (in fact it is easiest to 
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take PI zero), qlvq2,SEMn+j,l(A), rl, r, EMl,,+j(B). The idea is now to follow 

Vaserstein [20, §7] and to get rid of the factor ( t F) by repeated application of 2.11 

with the auxiliary matrices coming from 2.12. First we show how (i F) may be 

replaced by (1 y)z 2,1 for any z EA, where the values of the other factors change - 

of course - but not their general shape and not the total product h. Apply 2.12 with 

T(W 13 .‘.9 wn+, .) - first column of 6,) T(w;, . . . , wA+j) = first column of b2. Say A is - 
not commutative (otherwise read A = R, etc.). Choose y, in R fl (Ax,) + ... + R r! 

(Ax,_,) and y2 in R Cl (Ax;) + ... +Rn(Axl,_,) with y,+y2=lr where x;,x: come 

from 2.12. 

By 2.11 one may absorb a factor (--JJ,z)~,’ in 

[: Cl] I:, 1:X s] 

and similarly one may absorb a factor (-_Y~z)~~ ’ in 

I:, ;I-‘[ :, ~~+j]-‘[ ~ ~~1J-l. 

(Take inverses and apply 2.11 again.) Write (4 y) as 

(-Yd2,’ ; ; I I 22’1(-y2z)2T1 

and do indeed absorb the factors (-y, .z)~, ‘, (-y2,z12,’ in the rest of our expression 

for h. The effect is that (4 F) is replaced by (d y)z”,‘, as desired. It follows that we 

may further assume that the top coordinate of s equals 1. Under that assumption 

consider L = (‘, f) with first columns s. We have 

Plug this into the expression for h. 

Now apply 2.12 with T(~,, . . . . wn+/) = first columns of b,L, T(~;, . . . . w;+~) = 

first column of b,L, and proceed as before to find y, and y, so that (yf ‘) may 

be absorbed in 

a1 PI I I[ 1 

0 Ij+1 41 

(Y212, ’ may be absorbed in 

y, +y2 = 1. One thus gets rid of 12,‘. After that, cancel L and finish the proof. 

0 1 r,L 

In+j I! I 0 b,L ’ 
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2.14. Proof of Proposition 2.7. Recall we still have to prove the case i=O. Let 

gE&+j+l (A,@. Write it as in Lemma 2.13, next as 

and observe that q is congruent to (Iii) modulo B. Rewrite g as 

where r,,r,,p have entries in B, a’eE,(A, B). Move b back to the middle and 

finish the proof. 

2.15. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let geGL,+;(A) with (6 ,.,~,)EE,,~+~+,(A,B). 

Apply 2.7 (including the remark) to (i I,t,), multiply from left and right, and re- 
arrange to find g’EgE,+;(A,B), ZEMn+;,j+l(B), bEE,+j(A,B) with 

Write the right-hand side as 

[I! + ;,][zf I;, ;j 

and write g’ as 

[ 

g’ 0 

rl 
I 0 0 

= 0 z 0 
oz 

4 0 I 1 
(cf. [4,2.14]) and use this to eliminate g’. One gets an equality 
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i 

4+1 0 0 * I,_,+M -w 

* -W IJ+1+w 

with b’eEn+j(A,B). 

Now use that 

I I,_,+M -w 

-W 4+1+9u 1 

is a conjugate of 

f 
$+1-t@ 90 1 

I w 
Done. 

I,_,+MJ’ 

3. Weak Mennicke symbols 

3.1. In this section we look at the formalism of weak Mennicke symbols. 

3.2. Notations. Let R be a commutative ring, n 2 2. (We will make frequent use of 

SL, and therefore must restrict ourselves to commutative rings). If o = (v,, . . . , v,) is 

a row (always with entries in R), then (0) = (vi, . . . . v,) denotes the ideal generated 

by the vi and [v] = [vi, . . . . v,] denotes the orbit of u under the action of E,(R). This 

orbit will only be considered when u E Urn,(R), i.e. when (u) = R. If J is an ideal 

in R, then rad(J) is the intersection of the maximal ideals that contain J. The ‘trans- 

vection subgroup’ T,(R) of SL,(R) is generated by the matrices 

1-xaj, -x*a 

y*a l+xay I 
with x,y,aER. 

Observe that T,(R) is a normal subgroup of GL,(R) with &(R)c T,(R)c 

E,(R), and note that T,(R) + T2(S) is surjective if R --f S is surjective (cf. [4, 

3.21). We denote the universal weak Mennicke symbol on Urn,(R)/&(R) by 

wms : Um,(R)/E,,(R) -+ WMS,(R), [u] H wms(u). (See 1.3). The group WMS,(R) 

may be described by the following presentation. 

Generators are the wms(u) with u~Urn,(R). 

Relations are: 

(1) wms(u) = wms(ug) if gEE,(R). 

(2) If (9,v2,...,vn), (l+9,02,.** , v,) are unimodular and r(1 + q) = q mod ( v2, . . . , 

on), then wms(q, v2, . . . , v,) = wms(r, v2, . . . , v,)wms(l +q, u2, . . . , u,). 
Here q, r, vi are of course in R. 
In cases where WMS,(R) is known to be commutative, one may want to write its 
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group law additively. We will use additive notation for the group structure on 

Urn,(R)/&(R) when wms has been shown bijective, for R with sdim(R)12n -4. 

3.3. We now collect formulas and properties, most of which are well known in one 

form or another. 

Lemma. Let nz 3. Suppose (a, b, v3, . . . , v,,), (c, d, v3, . . . , v,) are unimodular rows 
such that 

(a, 6) E (c, d) T2(R/rad(n3, . . . , II,)). 

Then [a,b,v3 ,..., v,]=[c,d,v3 ,..., v,]. 

Proof. As T,(R) -+ T,(R/rad(v3, . . . . 0,)) is surjective, and T2(R)cE,(R), we may 

assume (a,b)=(c,d) modrad(vs ,..., v,). 

Put S=R/(v3, . . . . v,). Then (a, 6) E Urn,(S) (observe our abuses of notation) and 

we may choose e, f e R so that if a = (” b e f), then the determinant of a maps to 1 in 

S. We have 

(cd) = (1 0) mod rad (u3, . . . . 0,). 

Thus cf - de E GL,(S) and there is DE E,(R) with 

(cd) /I=(1 0) modrad(v3,...,u,). 

Now (E d)a-‘pa= (a 6) in Urn,(S) and d-‘pd~ T2(S). 
Use as above that T,(R) + T2(S) is surjective and finish the proof. 

3.4. Lemma (Vaserstein’s rule) (cf. [15,5.2(a,)]). Let FZL 3, let (a, 6, v3, . . . , v,J, 

(c,d ~3, . . . . u,) be unimodular and choose e, f c R so that the determinant of a = 
(z ;) has image 1 in R/(v3,..., v,). Put (p q) =(c d)a and (r s)=(c d)(_f, -,“). -- 
Assume that at least one of the pairs (a,~), (a,,), (b,c), (b,d) is unimodular over 
R/(v,, . . . . v,>. Then 

wms(c,d, u3, . . . , o,)wms(a, b, v3, . . . , v,) = wms(p, q, v3, . . . , v,) 
and 

wms(c, d, v3, . . . , v,)(wms(a, b, v3, . . . , u,))-l = wms(r,s, v3, . . . , v,). 

Thus one computes with first rows in some SL,, as is fitting for something called 

(weak) Mennicke symbol. 

Remark. Considering wms(w g) - wms(w) with w, g as in 7.9 below, one sees that 

the assumption on the pairs is relevant. 
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Proof of lemma. As (y -A) E&(R), 
-- 

we may assume (b, d) is unimodular over S = 

R/(v3, . . . . v,) (use 3.3). Adding a multiple of b to a and of c to d we may arrange 

d-c = 1 in 5. Therefore we may assume a - c = 1 in R and thereafter we may add 

a multiple of a to b and of c to d to arrange b=d. (Of course we may lose uni- 

modularity of (5, a). Also observe that by the previous lemma we did not cheat. Our 

modifications did not change wms(p, q, v3, . . . , v,) etc. and it suffices to prove the 

lemma for the case a - c = 1, b = d). 
One of the defining relations for WMS,(R) tells that 

wms(c,d, v3, . . . . v,)(wms(a, b, us, . . . . 0,)))1 

= wms(c, b, v3, . . . , v,)(wms(l + c, 6, v3, . . . , v,))-’ 

=wms(fc,b,v, ,..., v,). 

To see that this equals wms(r,s, v3, . . . . v,J, it suffices to check that [F-, S] = [j?, 61 in 

Urn,(S)/,!&(S). This is easy: 

[T, S] = [IT, 61 
f -6 I 1 ~ - 

4 1+c 
= [fc-be,b] = [jk,6]. 

We still have to prove 

wms(c,d,v3, . . . . v,) = wms(p, 4, u3, . . . , hJ(wms(~, b, u3, . . . . v,))-‘, 

with a - c = 1, b = d. Now observe that (a, b) is unimodular over S, so that we may 

apply the part of the lemma that has been proved to conclude that the right-hand 

side equals wms((p q)( f -b), v3, . . . , 
as (J. -!)=(c??)-~ in SL,e(Sy. 

v,) which of course equals the left-hand side, 

e a 

3.5. Lemma (Useful formulas). Let n 13 and let (a, v2, . . . , vJ, (b, v2, . . . , on), (a, r) 
be unirnodular. Choose p E R such that ap = 1 mod (v2, . . . , II,,>. Then 

0) wms(b,v2, . . . . vn)wms(a,v2, . . . . v,)=wms(a(b+p)-1,(b+p)v2,v3 ,..., v,). 
(ii) wms(b, vz, . . . . v,)(wms(a, v2, . . . . v,))-‘=wms(l-(a-b)p,(a-b)v2,v3, . . . . v,). 

(iii) wms(a, v2, . . . , v,)-l = wms(-p, v2, . . . , v,). 

(iv) [a, v2, . . . , v,]=[a,r2v2,v3 ,..., vn]=[a,rv2,rv3,v4 ,..., v,]. 

(v) wms(a, v2, . . . , v,)wms(b2, v2, . . . , v,) =wms(ab2, v2, . . . , II,). 
(vi) [a2, 0 2, ..*, hl= Ia, 4,u3, . . . . u,l. 

(vii) wms(a, v2, . . . , v,) wms(b, v2, . . . , v,) = wms(b, v2, . . . , v,) wms(a, v2, . . . , v,). 

Proof. (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of Vaserstein’s rule 3.4 (cf. [4,3.7]). 

Taking b = -p in (i) yields (iii). Part (vi) is due to Suslin [ 12, Lemma 2. lo]. To prove 

(iv), choose s with rs=l mod(a). Then 
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= b,rv2,rv3, v4,..., onI 

where (“,’ “1 ) E SL,(S) with S = R/(a, v4, . . . , uJ, (L Q)EE~(S)CT~(S) and 3.3 was 

applied with the coordinates permuted. (This is of course allowed, as (_y A) E 

E,(R).) 
Part (v) now follows as in [4, proof of 3.16(iii)]. 

It remains to prove (vii), which seems to be new. The idea is to try and show that 

taking inverses is a homomorphism. As in the proof of 3.4, we may assume b = a - 1. 

For simplicity of notation we take n =4. Observe that (a(1 -a), v2, v3, v4) = R (inspect 

modulo arbitrary maximal ideals, as always). Say a(1 - a)d+p202 +p3u3 +p404 = 1. 

Then 

wms(a- 1, v2, v3, v4)(wms(a, v2, v3, v4))-’ = wms(l- (1 -a)d, 02, v3, ~4) 

= wms(-(a - 1)2d, u2, u3, v4) 

(use 1 - (1 - a) d = -(a - 1)2d mod (u2, u3, u,>) 

= wms(-(a- 1)2d, u2, u3, -(l +a(1 -a)d)p4)-1 

(use u4(l + a(1 - a)d)p, = 1 mod <(a - 1)2d, 02, us)) 

= wms((a- 1)2, u2, u3, -(l + a(1 - a)d)p4)-l wms(-d, 02, us, -(l + a(1 - a)d)p$l 

= wms(a- 1, u$ Q, -(l + a(1 - a)d)p4)-’ wms(-d, u2, u3, -p4)-l 

= wms(a- 1, u:, u3, -p4)-l wms(-d, u2, u3, -_p4)-l 

= wms((a - 1)2, u2, u3, --P4)Y1 wms(-d, 02, us, -_p4)-’ 

= wms(-(a- 1)2d, u2, u3, -p4)-l = wms(a, ~2, u3, -p4)(wms(a - 1, u2, u3, -p4))Y1 

(substitute -p4 for u4 and -u4 for p4 in the beginning of our computation) 

= wms(a, v2, v3, v4)-l wms(a - 1, v2, v3,v4>. 

3.6. Theorem. Let n 2 3. 
(i) There is a map t : WMS,(R) --t WMS,(R) with r(ab) = s(b)r(a), r(wms(v)) = 

wms(o) for a, b E WMS,(R), u E Urn,(R). 

(ii) Zf wms : Urn,(R)/&(R) + WMS,(R) is surjectiue, then WMS,(R) is abelian. 

Proof. View the involution T as a homomorphism from WMS,(R) to the opposite 

group. The existence of T follows from 3.5(vii) and the universal property of 

WMS,(R). Part (ii) follows from (i) because in the situation of (ii) the involution 

is the identity. 
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4. A group structure 
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4.1. Our aim in this section is 

Theorem. Let R be commutative, n 2 3, sdim(R)< 2n -4. (Recall sdim(R) = 

x(R) - 1). Then the universal weak Mennicke symbol wms : Um,(R)/E,(R) + 
WMS,(R) is bijective, so that (by 3.6) Um,(R)/E,,(R) has the structure of an 
abelian group. 

Remark. We refrain from developing the theory relative to an ideal of R. As is 

amply illustrated in [4, $31, such an extension should present no difficulty because 

of excision [4,3.21]. Thus the theorem generalizes [4, (3.6)]. 

4.2. The auxiliary results that are needed to prove the theorem are all immediate 

consequences of the theorem. Therefore the reader may want to move directly to 

the exercises at the end of Section 4. Just as in [4, $31 the group structure will be 

constructed in many steps. The bijectivity of wms will be obvious from the construc- 

tion of the group structure. The way we compute the product or quotient of two 

orbits is such that it is far from obvious that operations are well-defined. That issue 

will be dealt with by a patient study of the effect of minor variations in the choices. 

For clarity we gradually expand the domain of our operations (so that ambiguity 

never looks too great) and discuss only the case n = 4. This case displays all relevant 

phenomena. Thus n =4, sdim(R)<4, until 4.28. 

4.3. Definition. Let (a, 6, 03, uq), (c, d, u3, uq) be unimodular and suppose that at 
-- 

least one of the pairs (a,~), (Gd), (5,~)~ (b,d) is unimodular over R/(u3, u,). 

Choose e,f, r,s as in 3.4 and put (a, b, u3, u~)/(c, d, u3, uq) = [r,s, u3, uq]. It follows 

from 3.3 that this is well defined, i.e. independent of the choice of (e, f). Observe 

that we start with two rows and get an orbit. 

4.4. Lemma. If a, 6, p, Ui are as in 3.5, then 

(b, u2, u3, Q/(a, u2, u3, u4) = [l - (a - b)p, (a - b) ~2~~3, ~41. 

The right-hand side simplifies as in 3.2 when a - b = 1. 

Proof. As (5, oz) is unimodular over R/(u3, 0~1, the left-hand side is defined and 

the equality is easily derived, cf. 3.5. Now if a-6=1, then (l-(a-b)p)(l+b)= 
b mod (v2, u3, u&, which fits in 3.2. 

4.5. Definition. Let (a - 1, u2, u3, u,), (a, w2, w3, wJ be unimodular. Put 

(a - 1, ~2, u3, u4Ma, w2, w3, w4) 

= (a - 1, u2 + (a - 1)(u2 - w2), u3 + (a - 1)(u3 - w3>, u4 + (a - 1)(u4 - wq)) 

/(a, w2 + 4u2 - w2), w3 + a@3 - w3>, w4 + ato4 - w4)). 
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Observe that the right-hand side is defined because Di + (a - l)(Oi - Wi) = Wi + 

a(ui - Wi) so that 4.3 and 4.4 apply. Also observe that we did not leave the orbits 

[a- 1, u2, u3, 0~1, [a, w2, w3, w4] respectively, when changing ‘numerator’ and ‘denomin- 

ator’. (We are not allowed to leave orbits, as we are trying to define [u]/[w] as u/w). 

4.6. Lemma. Let o=(ol, . . . . 04), w=(wI, . . . . wq) be unimodular, with w1 - I..+ = 1, 

cf. 4.5. The subgroup of E,(R) generated by the yii with j12 (PER, i#j, l%i54, 

2 5 jl4) contains only elements with (ug)/w = u/(wg) = v/w. 

Proof. It is easy to see that u/w = (ug)/(wg) for g=y’j with i22, jz2. Therefore 

we may treat the second, third and fourth coordinate in the same manner. Now 

(uY’~)/w = u/(wy12) = u/w follows easily from 3.3 and ‘Vaserstein’s rule’ 4.3 (cf. 

3.4). For y32 the reasoning is similar. (Use that the z12 have already been treated). 

After the cases g=yii, treat the general case. 

4.7. By way of exercise we treat 

Lemma. Let u, w be unimodular with w1 - u, = w2 - v2 = 1. Then 

u/w = (u2, -u1, u3, u4Mw2, -w1, w3, w4). 

Proof. By 4.6 we may assume o3 = w3, o4 = w4 (look at 4.5) and then this is just a 

case of 3.3 again. 

4.8. Lemma. Let u,w be as in 4.6, yeR, 2ris4, 2SjS4. Then 

U/w = (01 +yui wj, u29 u3, u4)/tw, +YuiWj* w29 W39 w4)- 

Proof. Observe that the right-hand side is defined by 4.5. By 4.6 we may assume 

i=j=2. Argue as in 4.7. 

4.9. Lemma. With the same V, W, let pi, qi E R and put 

v; = u1 +P2~2sP3v3 fP4v4, w; = w+q2w2+43w3+q4w4. 

Assume w; - vi also equals 1 and assume (v2, v3, v4, w2, w3, w4) is unimodular. 
Then u/w = (vi, u2, v3, u4)/(w;, w2, w3, w4). 

Proof. The row (P29P3rP45q2,q39q4) satisfies P202+P3 u3 fp4v4=q2W2+q3 w3 fq4 w4. 

The solutions of that equation are spanned by the trivial ones, such as 

(0, w2, 0, u3, 0,O). (To see this, go local and observe that locally at least one of 

u2, u3, u4, w2, w3, w4 is a unit.) Therefore the lemma follows from the previous one. 

4.10. Definition. Let u, w E Urn,(R) be such that (u2, u3, u4, ~2, ws, ~4) is uni- 

modular. Choose a E (1 + o1 + (u2, u3, u4)) n (w, + (w2, w3, w4)) (this is possible) and 

put u/w = (a - 1, u2, u3, u4)/(a, w2, w3, w4). 
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Lemma 4.9 tells that this is well defined. Also, if both 4.10 and 4.5 apply then 

they agree (same for ‘4.10 and 4.3’ and for ‘4.5 and 4.3’). 

4.11. AS always we embed Ez(R) in the upper left corner of E,(R). 

4.12. Lemma. Let u, w E Urn,(R) be such that (v3, v4, w2, w3, w4) is unimodular. For 
g E E,(R) one has U/W = (ug)/w. 

Proof. The case g=y12 is easy: You do not need v2 when constructing a, and if 

you take a E (1 + v1 + (u3, v4)) fl (wl + ( w2, w3, w4)), then the problem boils down to 

yet another application of 3.3 or 4.6. The case g=y21 is still easier: You may not 

need v2, but it is not forbidden to use it. The two cases suffice. 

4.13. Lemma. Let v, w E Urn,(R) be such that (v2, v3, v4, w2, w3, w4) is unimodular. 
For every g in the subgroup of E,(R) generated by the y’j with i 2 2, one has v/w = 
(vg)/w = v/(wg). 

Proof. The case g = y”, iz 2 is clear from Definition 4.10 and if i 2 2, j 2 2, then 

one reduces to the case w, - v1 = 1 where 4.6 applies. 

4.14. Lemma. With the same v, w one does not change v/w when adding a multiple 

of wIv2 to v3, w2, w3, w4 or v4. 

Proof. Adding it to v3 or v4 is treated by 4.13. Also by 4.13 we only need to look 

at adding wIu2 to w2. We have to compare v/w with v/(w,, w,+yw,v2, w3, ~4) 

where y E R. Observe that (v2, v3, vq, w2 + yw, v2, w3, w4) is unimodular, so that both 

‘fractions’ are defined. Neither fraction changes if we add an element of (u2, u3, 04) 

to v, or an element of (w,, wq) to w, (observe that wt occurs in several places). 

Therefore we may assume that wt - ut - 1 = zw2 for some z E R. We have 

and 

v/w = v/(w, - zw2, w2, w3, w,) 

V/(%9 wz+L(w1 v2, w3, w4) 

= (VI -Yzwlv29 025 v3, v4Mw1 - zw2 - yzw, u2, w2 + yw, v2, w3, w4). 

Both right-hand sides are such that 4.6 applies, so we may add elements of 

(VI,@ = (01 -yzwlv2, ~2) to v3 and v4 and elements of (w, -zw2, w2) = (wl -zw2- 

yzw,v,, w2+ywlv2) to w3 and w 4, so as to reduce to the situation of 4.3. Then it 
is easy as usual. 

4.15. Lemma. Let v, w E Urn,(R) be such that (v2, v3, v4, w2, w3, w4) and (vl, v3, v4, 
w2, w3, w4) are also unimodular. Then v/w = (v2, -vl, v3, v4)/w. 
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Proof. By 4.14 we may add multiples of wl or u2 to u3, uq, w2, w3, wq. As sdim(R) 54, 

it thus follows from the remark below that we may assume that 4.12 applies. 

4.16. Remark. We need in the proof of 4.15 that (us, u4, w2, w3, w4, wlulu2) is 

unimodular. For such rows, unimodularity is most easily checked by factoring 

out an arbitrary maximal ideal of R. We are then looking at a field in which 

02, &, r&, $, iits, iir4 are not all zero, or, r&, 03, ii2, $, ii.‘4 are not all zero and 

VV,, w2, w3, w4 are not all zero. The result is thus obvious. We will need this argu- 

ment for many similar situations. We will also assume the reader knows the equiva- 

lent forms of the stable range condition in [16]. 

4.17. Lemma. Let v, w be as in 4.13. Let pi, qiER be such that 

(u,,~3+P3~lWl~~4+P4~lWl,W2+q2~lWl, w,+q3UlWl~W4+q4UlWl) 

is unimodular. Then 

~~~=(ul,~2,~3+P3~I~1,~4+P4~1~1~ 

/(WI, w2 + q2 Ul w19 )93 + q3 Ul Wl, w4 + q4 Ul Wl) 

Proof. Adding multiples of wr u2 to u3, u4, w2, w3, w4 we may arrange that 

(u3, u4, w2, w3, w4) is also unimodular. But then 

(~1,~3+P3~1~1~~4+P4~1~1~~2+~2~1~1~~3+~3~1~1,~4+~4~1~1~ 

is unimodular too, so that 4.15 allows us to replace (u1,u2) by (u2,-0,) on both 

sides of the desired equality. Now make the appropriate substitutions in 4.14. 

4.18. Remark. We may switch numerator and denominator on both sides and get 

a true statement again. This is because our reasoning has a qualitative nature and 

depends more on 4.3 than on 4.4, say. (Of course v/w will just be the inverse of 

w/v, but this we did not prove yet.) We will leave it to the reader to derive ‘inverted’ 

versions of 4.12, 4.14, 4.15, 4.17 where the roles of numerator and denominator 

have been interchanged. One may also prove at this stage that w/v is the inverse of 

v/w (see 4.26 for the definition of inverses). 

4.19. Definition. For V, w eUm4(R) choose Pi,qiE R SO that 

(~2,~3+P3~1~1~~4+P4~1~1~~2+~2~1~1~~3+~3~1~1,~4+~4 h WI 

is unimodular and define v//w to be 

(Compare 4.16,4.10.) By 4.17 the orbit v//w is independent of the choices. We write 

v//w instead of v/w because we do not want to claim yet that the present definition 

agrees with all the earlier ones. Of course it will turn out that v//w equals v/w when 

both are defined. Also 4.19 agrees with 4.10 (take pi = qi = 0). 
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4.20. Lemma. Let v//w E Urn,(R). Then v//w does not change if we add multiples 

of V2Wl to v3, v4, w2, w3, w4. 

Proof. Use 4.14. 

4.21. Lemma. Let v, w E Urn,(R). Then v//w does not change if we add a multiple 
of v,w, to v2. 

Proof. Let y E R. We ask if v//w = (v,, v2 +yv, wr, v3, ~J//w. Neither side changes if 

we add a multiple of vr w1 to v3, vq, w2, w,, w 4. (See 4.19.) Combining this with 

4.20 we see that v//w does not change if we add elements of (vi w,, v2w,) to 

03, v4, w,, w3, w4. Similarly (or, v2 +yv, wr, v3, vq)//w does not change if we add ele- 

ments of (vi wl, (v2 +yv, wr) w,> = (v, wl, v2 wr> to v3, v4, w2, w3, w4. Therefore (see 

4.16) we may assume that (v3, v4, w2, w3, w4) is unimodular. Apply 4.12. 

4.22. Definition. For v, w E Urn,(R) choose pi, qi E R so that 

is unimodular and put v//w equal to 

This is the inverted form of 4.19, cf. 4.18. To see that it agrees with 4.19 observe 

that v//w in the sense of 4.19 does not change if we add a multiple of vl wr to v2 

(see 4.21) or to u3, v4, w2, w,, w,. (See 4.19.) We may therefore invoke the com- 

patibility of 4.19 with 4.10. 

4.23. Lemma. Let v, w E Urn,(R) and let g E E,(R). Then v//w = (vg)//w = v//(wg). 

Proof. First let g = yii with ir2, jm 2. As we may add multiples of vlwl to 

v2, v3, v4, w2, w3, w4, we may assume that (v2, v3, v4, w2, w3, w?) is unimodular, so 

that 4.13 applies. Next let ge E2(R). Let us ask if v//w equals (og)//w. (The 

‘inverted’ question whether v//w equals v//(wg) is treated similarly, cf. 4.22, 4.18.) 

As in 4.21 we may add elements of ( w1 vl, w1 v2> to v3, v4, w2, w3, w4 and make 

that 4.12 applies. The y’j with i22, j 22 generate, together with E2(R), all of 

E,(R), whence the lemma. 

4.24. Definition. For [v], [w] E Um4(R)/E4(R) put [v]/[w] = v//w. It follows from 

4.23 that this is well defined. It should also be clear that [v]/[w] = v/w whenever 

the right-hand side is defined. We leave this as an exercise. 

Let [e] denote the orbit of (l,O, 0,O) and put [VI-’ = [e]/[v] for v E Urn,(R). Also 

Put [ol[wl= ww-9. 
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4.25. Lemma. In the situation of 3.4 we have 

[c,d,03,~4l[a,b,~~,~~l = [p,q,u3,041 and kb,u3,uJ1 = [-fhu3,u43. 

Proof. To get the last equality, apply 4.3 to compute (-LO, u3, Q/u. To get the 

first equality, observe that we may assume, as in 3.4 that (5, a) is unimodular over 

R/(03, ~4). Then [c, d, u3, u41 [a, 6, u3, 041 = Cc, 4 03, u4)/(-f 6, u3, u4) may be com- 
puted with 4.3, so that we are computing in some SL,(S)/r,(S) again. 

4.26. Remark. The fact that [a, 6, u3, u4] - t-f, b, u3, u,] defines a map Um4(R)/ 

E,(R) + Urn,(R)/&(R) also follows from [15,13.1], where one uses only that R is 

commutative (no dimension hypotheses are involved). Thus inverses may be defined 

by the formula of 3.5(iii) before defining other fractions. 

4.27. Lemma. For u, w, z E Urn,(R) one has ([o][w])[z] = [u]([w][z]). 

Proof. We start modifying the representatives of the orbits. Adding multiples of 

u1 w1 to u2, u3, u4, w2, w3, w4 as in 4.19 (cf. 4.16) we make (uz, u3, u4, w2, w3, w4) uni- 

modular. Next we make w1 - u1 equal to 1 by adding an element of (uz, u3, u,) to 

u1 and one of (wz, w3, w4) to wt, just like in 4.10. Next make that u2 = w2, u3 = w3, 

u4= w4, just like in 4.5. 

Observe that this. probably spoils unimodularity of (u2, u3, u4, w2, ws, wq). We 

will usually leave it to thq reader to guess what properties to preserve and what 

properties to give up when making modifications. We now have o = (ut, u2, u3, u4), 

w = (w,, u2, u3, u4). (By this notation we suggest that if in the sequel we modify u2, 

it should be modified both within u and within w). Adding multiples of ut wtzt to 

u2, u3, u4, z2, z3,z4 we make (u,, u3, u4,z2,z3, z4) unimodular. Next we make z, - u1 

equal to 1 by adding an element of (u2, u3, u,) to u1 and one of (z2,z3,z4) to zl. 

Next we make that zt - ul w1 equals 1 by adding an element of (u2, u3, u4) to wt and 

an element of (u1z2, ulz3, u1z4) to zt. Finally we obtain that z2= u2, z3 = u3, z4= u4 

by adding suitable multiples of z, to z2, z3, z4 and of ul wt to u2, u3, u4. Our represen- 

tatives of the orbits have now taken the form n = (u,, u2, u3, u,), w = (w,, u2, u3, u4), 

z = (z,, u2, u3, u4). (The fact that zl - u1 wt equals 1 is not relevant now, but it is 

good to know for later.) We may compute [u] = [o][w] by Vaserstein’s rule (4.25, 

3.4), which yields u=(w,(u, +p)- l,(u, +p)u,, u3, u4) with pw, =l mod(u2, u3, 0,) 

(compare 3.5(i)). In particular, as ur = wl(ul +p) - 1~ wt ut mod (u2, u3, u4), the 

row (u,, v2, u3, u4) is unimodular and [u][z] may also be computed by Vaserstein’s 

rule. Thus with these representatives ([o][w])[z] may be entirely computed by 

Vaserstein’s rule, i.e. by a matrix multiplication modulo (us, u4). Similarly 

[o]([w][z]) may be computed by applying Vaserstein’s rule twice, and the lemma 

thus follows from associativity of matrix multiplication. 

4.28. End of proof of Theorem 4.1. We now have an associate composition law on 

Um,(R)/E,(R) and one easily checks that our inverse (see 4.24) is a group inverse, 
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so that we have a group structure. From 4.4 and the universal property of 

wms : Um,(R)/E,(R) -+ WMS,(R) it follows that wms has an inverse. Done. 

4.29. Exercise. Let R be commutative, n 2 3, sdim(R) I 2n - 3. Show that 

WMS,(R) is abelian. (Use 3.6 and read the proof of 4.27.) 

4.30. Exercise. With the same R,n, let finitely many orbits under E,(R) be given 

in Urn,(R). Show that one may choose representatives in such a way that for any 

two orbits, the chosen representatives differ at most in their first coordinate. Hint: 

Use induction on the number of orbits and look at the proof of 4.27 again. 

5. A module structure 

5.1. Let R be commutative, n 2: 3, sdim(R) I 2n - 4, such that Theorem 4.1 applies. 

In this section we study how the natural action of GL,(R) on Urn,(R)/&(R) inter- 

acts with the group structure on Urn,(R)/&(R). 

5.2. Notations. We write the group structure on Urn,(R)/&(R) additively, so that 

[u][w] of 4.24 is now written as [u] + [w]. For gEGL,(R) the orbit of its first row 

is denoted [g]. Thus [g] = 0 for g E&(R). Put 

101 g = [WI - ISI 

for u eUm,(R), gEGL,(R). Observe that the right-hand side depends only on the 

orbit of u (and on g), because E,(R) is normal in GL,(R). The notation [u]g will 

be justified by the following theorem: 

5.3. Theorem (Module structure). Let R be a commutative ring, n 2 3, sdim(R) I 

2n-4. 

(i) The rule ([u], g) y [u]g makes Urn(R)/&(R) into a right GL,(R)-module. 

(ii) If sdim(R) = n - 1 and g E SL,(R), then [ug] = [u] + [g] for u E Urn,(R). 

(c$ [13, Proposition 1.31, [4, (3.16)(iv)]). 
(iii) Zf n is oddandgEGL,(R)fIE,+l(R), then [ug]=[u]g=[u] for uEUm,(R). 

(See also 5.4, [4,4.2].) 

(iv) Zf sdim(R) I 2n - 5 and g E GL,(R) fl E,+,(R), then [ug] = [u] + [g] for 
u E Urn,(R). 

5.4. In connection with part (iii) it is good to recall a theorem of Vaserstein, valid 

without any conditions on sdim(R). It reads 

Theorem (Vaserstein [20, $6, Theorem lo]). Let R be a commutative ring, n an odd 
integer, nr3. ZJgEGL,(R)nE,+,(R) and hEGL,(R), then [hg] = [h]. 
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5.5. In the same vein, one has 

Lemma. With R, n as in 5.4, let t l CL,(R), h E GL,(R). Then [ht] = [h]. 

Proof. [ht] = [h t t-’ h-’ t h] by 5.4 and 

5.6. In the other direction, we know that for u E Urn,(R), t E GL,(R), one need not 

have [ot] = [u], even if n is odd, sdim(R) = 12 - 1. To get a counterexample one takes 

t = -1 and considers the degree of a self map of a sphere. (See [4, (3.37)].) 

There is a difference between the behaviour of orbits of arbitrary unimodular 

rows and orbits of completable rows. The completable rows may be more relevant, 

cf. [20], but we find it difficult to single them out. Observe also the difference 

between odd n and even IZ. Theorem 5.4 must fail for even n, as 5.5 fails for even 

n (see [4,4.13(i)] and compare it with the first lines of 5.6). There is some connec- 

tion with the special role of squares in 3.5(iv), 3.5(v) (compare [l]). 

5.7. We start with the proof of Theorem 5.3. 

Proposition. Let R, n be as in 5.3. Let u, w E Urn,(R) and gE GL,(R). Then 

([WI - [~l)g= IwIg- [ulg. 

Proof. We first seek convenient representatives u, w,z of [u], [w], [g-l] respectively. 

As in 4.27 we may arrange that o = (1 + q, u2, . . . , 0,) w = (q, u2, . . . ,!I,). If g = 

diag(1, . . . . 1, t), then the proposition follows from 3.5. We may therefore assume 

det (g) = 1. First choose z = (zr, . . . , z,) in [g-l]. Add elements of (q(1 +q)zl, u2zl> to 

u3, . . . . u,,z2, . . . . zn to make (u3, . . . . un,z2, . . . . z,) unimodular. (cf. 4.16). Then add 

an element of (uj, . . . , u,) to u2 and one of (z2, . . . , z,) to zr to make zr - u2 = 1. Use 

z1,u2 to make that z2=q, z3=u3 ,..., z,=v,. Add q(zl + 1) to zt and observe that 

this makes (zt, q(q + l), ~3, . . . , z,) unimodular. (The new zr is the old z1 + q(z1 + l).) 

Then add a multiple of q(q + 1) to u2 and an element of (zr, z3, . . . ,z,) to z2 to 

achieve u2 = z2. Write a =zl. We now have [u] = [l+ q, ~2, . . . , on], [w] = [q, 02, . . . , unl, 

tgp11=b,u2,..., u,]. As we may just as well prove the proposition with g replaced 

by any other representative of g&(R), we further assume there are b, WZi in R with 

Next we want moreover that (u2, . . . . LJ,, m3, . . . . m,) is unimodular. We claim that 

this can be achieved by adding multiples of the first two columns of g-’ to the 
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other ones and a multiple of the first column to the second. To see this, use that 

the image of (i z2):R * --f R* contains all multiples of r= q(q + 1)a det( z z2) and 

use that (r, u2, . . . , v,, m3, . . . , m,) is unimodular. (Make sure to preserve the connec- 

tion between u, w, z, a, q, g). After all this preparation, write 

where M is an n-l by n-l matrix. 

We will be interested in [(f, u2, . . . , o,)g] for several values off with (f, u2, . . . , 0,) 

unimodular. 

Following [4, proof of 3.16(iv)] we let N be the adjoint (= matrix of minors) of 

M, such that MN= NM= det(M)1. Write d= det(M). The first row of g then equals 

(d,u,,..., u,) with (uZ, . . . , u,) = -(u2, . . . , u,)N, by Cramer’s rule. (To avoid part of 

the computation with Cramer’s rule one may observe that 

(l,O, . . . ,O)=(d,u, ,..., u,)g-‘=(l,d(v, ,..., on)+@, ,..., ir,,)M) 

implies 

d(u2, . . . . u,)N = -(u2, . . . , u,)MN = -d(u,, . . . , u,). 

Now cancel d, which is allowed because it suffices to check the formula for a 

domain, or more specifically for a localisation of a polynomial ring over Z.) We get 

[(J v2, . . ., Ggl = [U-a+a,v2,...,Ogl 

= [l + (f- a)d, -(f- a)(u2, . . . , u,)N]. 

Choose SE (m,, . . . , m,) n (1 + ( u2, . . . , u,)). (Use unimodularity of (ms, . . . , m,, u2, . . . , 

u,).) Then 

K”tf;*,..., u&l = [l+(f-a)ds,-(f-a)(~~, . . ..u.,Wl 

(Use NM= dl or use that (24*, . . . , u,) = (v2, . . . , on).) By 3.5 we may write 

[(J; u 2 ,..., u,Jg] = [l+(f-a)ds,-(f-a)d2s2(u2 ,..., o,)N] 

= [l + (f- a)ds, ds(u2, . . . , u,)N]. 

Module 1+ (f-a)ds the element ds is invertible. Therefore we consider NE 

CL,_ l(R [ l/(ds)]). Its inverse is (l/d)M. Now (m,, . . . , m,) is unimodular over 

R[l/s], SO (l/d)MEGL,_,(R[l/(ds)]) E,_,(R[l/(ds)]) and its inverse N lies in that 

same group. We get (ds)2kt’ N=(A F)E for some k20, where EeEn_l(R[l/(ds)]), 

T is a matrix over R with det(T) equal to a power of d times a power of s. (Choose 

k large to get rid of denominators of Tand to get rid of zero-divisor trouble). Arguing 

as in [4, p. 3811 we find [(J; u2, . . . , o,)g] = [ 1 + (f- a)ds, u2, x] where x stands for 

(u s, . . . , QT. Now rad (x> contains rad (det(T)(o,, . . . , 0,)) = rad (ds(u3, . . . , II,,)). 
We will be computing modulo (ds(u?, . . . , u,)), when applying 3.3. Put S = 

R/(dsv,, . . . , dso,) and choose zeR with (D~.?+D~z)~s=~s in S. (Recall that 

s= 1 mod(u2, . . . . u,) and note that ad = 1 mod (u2, . . . , u,) because g-ig = 1.) 
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Also choose c, e, y E R with y(1 + q) = q mod (uz, . . . , o,,), cy = 1 mod (u2, . . . , on>, 
(Q + PU,)& = & in S. Put B = a(e - cz(1 -y)) and check that (l- (1 -y)ads) x 

(l+(l-y)~cds)+dso~B(l-y) has image 1 in S. 

Also check that (1 - ads + a2ds)(l + (1 - a)ds) and (1 - ads + a2ds - a2dsy) x 

(1 + (1 + q- a)ds) have image 1 in S/(02). We compute as in Section 3, using 3.2, 

3.3, 3.5 to see that 

and 

([WI - [ul)g 

= [Y,Oz, . . . . bllg= [(Y,~2,...,~,)gl-[(1,02,...,u,)gl 

= [l+(y-a)ds,u,,x]-[l+(l--)ds,u2,x] (see above) 

=[l-(l-y)ds(l-ads+a2ds),(1-y)dsu2,x] 

= [l-(l-y)ads,(l-y)dsu2,x] 

Uwl g) - 001 g) 

so that 

= [wg]-[ug] = [l+(q-a)ds,u2,x]-[l+(l+q-a)ds,u2,x] 

= [I-ds(l-ads+a2ds-a2dsy),dsu2,x] = [l-(l-y)ads,dsu2,x] 

([WI g) - ([VI 8) - ([WI - to11g 

= [1-(1-y)ads,dsu2(l-y)ads,x]-[l-(1-y)ads,dsu2(l-y),x] 

= [(1-(1-y)ads)dsu2(1-y)(1-ads),1-dsu2(l-y)(l-ads)B,x] 

= [(l-(1-y)ads)(l -y)dsu;z, 1 -dsu;z(l -y)B,x] 

= [(l- (1 -y)ads)(l -y)dsz, 

1- uzz(l - (1- (1 -y)ads)(l+ (1 -y)acds)),x] 

= [(l -(l -y)ads)(l -y)dsz, 1- u2z(1 -y)ads,x] 

= [(1-y)dszu~-(1-y)2ad2s2zu~,1-u2z(1-y)ads,x] 

= [(l -y)dszu;-(1 -y)dsu,, 1- u,z(l -y)ads,x] 

= [-(1 -y)ad2s2u2, 1- u2z(1 -y)ads,x] 

= [-(1 -y)au2, 1- u2z(1 -y)ads,x] 

= [-(1 -y)aq, 1,x] = 0. 

5.8. Proof of 5.3(i). If A is an abelian group, write T, for the translation by a 

(a EA), and write T(A) = (T,: a E A} for the subgroup of the permutation group 

which consists of translations. (T,(z) =a+ z). Let Aff(A) be the semi-direct pro- 

duct, within the permutation group on the set A, of T(A) and the automorphism 

group Aut(A). Then Proposition 5.7 tells us that for ge GL,(R) the map [v] - [og] 

is an element of Aff(Um,(R)/E,(R)). Projecting Aff(Um,(R)/E,(R)) onto 

Aut(Um,(R)/E,(R)) sends the element [v] M [og] to the element [o] w [o]g. By 

composition we get an anti-homomorphism GL,(R)+Aut(Um,(R)/E,(R)) sending 

g to [o] - [u]g. In other words, we have a right module for GL,(R). 
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5.9. Part (ii) of 5.3 will follow from 

Theorem. (cf. [4,3.25(iii)]). Let R be commutative, 1~23, sdim(R)=n- 1. Let 
Iskln. Let (v,,..., v,) E Urn,(R) and let T be a k by k matrix over R with first 
row (ul, . . . , uk) such that det(T) is a square of a unit in R/(v,,,, . . . . 0,). Then 

[(v 1,...,vk)T,vk+l,...,v,l = [VI, . . . . v,l+[u~,...,~~,v~+ ,,... ,u,l. 

Proof. By induction on k. The case k= 1 follows from 3.5(iv). Let kr2. By 3.5 we 

may multiply T by diag( 1, . . . , 1, det(T)) so that we may assume det(T) =d’, where 

dE R. Let S be the adjoint (= matrix of minors) of T, so that ST=d21. We claim 

[(v 1, . . . . vk)s,vk+ I,... ,v,l = [v,, . . . . v,l-[ulr...,Uk,v/r+l ,... ,v,l. 

To prove this claim we first imitate the proof of 4.27 and add multiples of ut v1 to 

u2 ,..., uk,v2 ,..., v, to make (29 ,..., uk,v2 ,..., v,) unimodular. (Change S, T accor- 

dingly). Then we add elements of (u2, . . . . uk) to ul and of (v2, . . . . v,) to vI to 

achieve u1 - vt = 1 (change S, T again). After that we add multiples of v1 to v2, . . . , vk 

and of u, to u2,..., uk to make that ui = vi for i = 2, . . . , k (change S, T for the last 

time). Say 

T=[ “,’ "'*l""j 

where M is k- 1 by k- 1 with adjoint N. As in the proof of 5.7 the first row of S 

is (det(M), -(v2, . . . . v,&)N), so that 

[(v 1, . . . . vk)S, vk+l, **., v,] = [(u,-l,v2,...,vk)s,vk+l,...,v,] 

= [d2-det(M),(v2, . . . . vk)N,vk+l, . . . . V,]. 

Now the determinant of N is a square modulo dZ- det(M), and the inductive 

hypothesis tells us 

]d2-det(M),(v2,...,vk)N,vk+t,...,v,1 

= [d2-det(M),v2,... ,v,]+[d2-det(M),(l,O ,..., O)N,vk+, ,..., v,]. 

As NM=det(M)Z, we get 

[d*-det(M),(l,O, . . . . O)N,vk+t, . . . . v,] 

= [d2,(1,0 ,...,O)N,vk+l,...,v,]. 

But this vanishes because d* is a unit mod(v k+t, . . . , v,). Further u1 = v1 -t 1 yields 

[v 1, a.*, OnI - [u,, 4, *.. , v,l = bll 4, *.., v,] where p1 is such that plul = uI - 1 

mod(v2, . . . . 0,). Now (d*-det(M))u,=d’(u, -1) mod(y, . . ..v.J, so 

[Ply v2, *.., v,,l = W2p,, 02, . . . . v,] = [d2 - det(M), v2, . . . , v,]. 
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Our claim follows. Substitute (or, . . . , vk)T for (or, . . . , uk) and you get 

[(u 1, *.*, u~)T,u~+~,...,u,I-_[u~,...,u~,o~+~,...,~,I 
= Mb . . . . ~dTs,~/c+,,...,~,,l = [d2(~1,...,uk),~k+l,...,u,l 
= [u I,...,U,l. 

5.10. Lemma. Let R be commutative, n 2 3, n odd, sdim(R) I 2n.3. Let v E 

Urn,(R) and let a,tER, UEM~,._,(R), wok&_,,,, ikf~M,_,,~_,(R) be such 
that g=( “,j” 4) is invertible. 

Put h=( ‘y E), which is thus also invertible. (cf. (2.3)). 
Then [vg] = [vh]. 

Proof. We may add multiples of the first column of g to the other columns and 

adapt h accordingly. Similarly we may add multiples of the other columns of h to 

the first column and adapt g accordingly. Put (z,, . . . , z,) = z = vg. We have to show 

that [zg-‘h] = [z]. Imitating 4.30 we make (u2, . . . , un,z2, . . . ,z,) unimodular, next 

make z, equal to a, next make that (z2, . . . , z,) = u. After that we get 

[zg-‘1 = [(l + at + z, - 1 - at, u)g-‘1 = [ 1 + (zr - 1 - at)d, -(zl - 1 - at)uN] 

with d=det(M) and N the adjoint of A4 (compare proof of 5.7). As n is odd, 

repeated application of 3.5(iv) yields [zg-‘1 = [l + (zr - 1 - at)d, -uN] and 

[zg-‘h] = [(l + at)(l + (zl - 1 - at)d) - uNw, (t + (zl - 1 - at)dt - d)u], 

which equals [( 1 + at)( 1 + (zr - 1 - at)d) - uNw, u] by some more applications of 

3.5(iv). Now check that (l+at)(l +(z, - l-at)d)-uNw=z, mod(u). 

5.11. Proof and sharpening of 5.3(iii). Clearly 5.3(iii) follows from 5.10 and 2.2. 

In fact one sees that the equality [vg] = [v] is valid for n odd, n2 3, sdim(R)< 

2n-3, gEGL,(R)nE,+l(R). But we need sdim(R)I2n-4 if we want to talk of 

[v]g, as this requires 4.1. 

5.12. Proof of 5.3(h). Because of 5.3(iii) we may assume n is even. We may also 

assume there is h E&(R) with 

h=[s 14” i1 and g=[: list ij 

where u=(u, ,..., uJ, w=(w, ,..., wn), p, q, s, t, a E R, etc. (apply 2.2 to the trans- 

pose of g and conjugate). Put x= vg. As in 5.10 we may add elements of (x,p,x,st) 
to x2, . . . ,x,, us, . . . , u, and make (x2, . . . ,x,, u3, . . . , u,) unimodular (adapt w etc.). 

Next we may make thatp-x,=1, next that (x,,...,x,)=u, s=x2, p-x,=1. Let T 
be the adjoint of ( I:” z) and let d be the determinant of the latter. As in 
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the proof of 5.7 we get [u] =[xg-‘1 =[l-d,(s,u)T]. But TeE,,(R/(l-d))Il 

GL,_,(R/(l -d)) because h E E,(R) (operate on &, using det(rT) = 1, and use the 

Whitehead Lemma 2.3). Therefore 5.11 shows [u] = [ 1 - d, s, a]. We have to compare 

this with [x] - [g], which is easy. 

6. Higher Mennicke symbols 

6.1. We now turn to the higher Mennicke symbols of Suslin [13] 

Theorem. Let R be commutative, nz3. 
(i) I_ sdim(R) I 2n -4, then the kernel of the universal Mennicke symbol 

ms : Um,(R)/E,,(R) + MS,,(R) is a submodule (for the module structure of 5.3). 
(ii) If sdim(R)<2n - 5 and n is even, then the universal Mennicke symbol 

induces a bijection Um,(R)/(GL,(R) rl E,,+,(R)) + MS,,(R). 

Remark. For oddn, see 5.3(iii) and 4.1, cf [4, $41. 

Proof of Theorem. (i) The map ms:Um,(R)/E,(R) is of course obtained as the 

composite homomorphism Um,(R)/E,(R) % WMS,(R) - MS,(R) and its kernel 

is generated by elements of the form [pq, u2, . . . , o,] - [p, u2, . . . , u,] - [q, u2, . . . , un], 

by the definition of MS,(R). Let g E GL,(R) with g-’ = (t k), where u = (u2, . . . , uJ, 

A4 is an n - 1 by n - 1 matrix with determinant d and adjoint N, cf. proof of 5.7. 

By the usual argument we can make (u2, . . . , v,, ~.4~, . . . , u,) unimodular (add ele- 

ments of (apq, u2pq) to its entries), next make a equal to 1+ q, a2 equal to 1 +p, 
next make a equal to 1 -pq, next make (u2, . . . , u,) equal to u. As in 5.7 we find 

msKp,u)gl =ms]l+(p--a)d,-(P-a)uNl = ms[l+(p-a)d,uN]. 

Now ad = 1 mod (uN) (look at gg-i), so ms [(p, u)g] = ms [pd, uN]. Similarly, 

ms((]pq, ul - b ul - 14, ul)g) 

= msKmu)gl -msK~~~u)gl -msk,u)gl+ msU,u)gl 
= ms [ pqd, uN] - ms [ pd, uN] - ms [qd, uN] + ms [d, uN] = 0. 

This proves (i). 

(ii) Now let u~Urn,(R), g, h E GL,(R) with g and h related as in 5.10. The 

proof of 5.10 shows that ms(ug) = ms(uh). It follows from this and from 2.2 that 

ms(uk) = ms(u) for k E GL,(R) n E,, ,(R) (apply 2.2 to the transpose of k). There- 

fore there is a map Um,(R)/(GL,(R) Il E,,+,(R)) + MS,,(R). This map is of course 

surjective (see 4.1). To prove injectivity we consider the kernel of ms : Urn,(R)/ 

E,(R) + MS,(R). From Lemma 3.5(ii) it follows that this kernel is generated by 

elements of the form [1+at,tu2,u3 ,..., u,]-[1+at,u2,u3 ,..., u,]. As n is even we 

may follow Suslin as in [4, proof of 4.21 to find ke GL,(R) fl E,+,(R) with 
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(l+at,tuz,Us ,..., o,)k=(l+at,oz )...) u,). So the kernel of ms : Urn,(R)/&(R) + 

MS,(R) coincides with the subgroup generated by the elements [uk] - [o] with 

o~Urn,(R), ~EGL,(R)~E,+,(R). By 5.3(iv) this is the same as the subgroup 

generated by the [k] with kEGL,(R) (l E,+,(R). Thus if ms(o)=ms(w) for some 

u, weUrn,( then there is kEGL,(R) rl E,+,(R) with [u] - [w] = [k]. Again by 

5.3(iv) this implies [u] = [wk], whence u E w (GL,(R) fl E,+,(R)). 

6.2. Remark. As in [4,4.2] we may also formulate (ii) as an exact sequence 

GL,(R) n E,+ l(R) + WMS,(R) + MS,(R) + 0, valid under the conditions of 6.l(ii). 

6.3. The module structure of Section 5 also makes sense for MS,. 

Definition. Let R be commutative, n 13, sdim(R) I 2n -4. For g E GL,(R), 

IJ E Urn,(R) we put (ms[u])g = ms[ug] - ms [g]. This makes MS,(R) into a right 

GL,(R)-module, by 6.1(i). Observe that there also is an action of GL,(R) on the 

set MS,(R), given by (ms[u], g) c ms[og]. (It is well defined because the previous 

action is well defined.) Compare 5.8. 

7. Comparison with the topological case 

7.1. We start with some ‘algebraic geometry’, then turn to algebraic topology for 

illustrations of the theory developed above. 

7.2. It is clear that Urn,(R) may be viewed as the set of morphisms Spec(R)+ 

An whose image avoids the origin. (Here A” denotes affine n-space, i.e. 

Spec Z[X,, . . . . X,].) Now real affine n-space minus the origin is homotopy equiva- 

lent with the sphere S”-‘. Therefore it is reasonable to think of Um,(R)/E,(R) as 

being analogous to [X, S”-‘I, cf. 1.1, 1.2, This connection can be made more 

precise. See [4,14,20] and 7.7 below. 

7.3. It is inconvenient that A” minus the origin is not an affine scheme. We can 

remedy this as follows: 

Notation. Let R be commutative, n 12. Put 

Sum,(R) = {(u,w)~Um,(R)xUm,(R): c uiwi=l}. 

Elements of Sum,(R) are sometimes called split unimodular sequences, see [3]. 

The group GL,(R) acts from the right on Sum,(R) by the formula (6, w)g = 

(ug, wTg-‘), where g T -’ denotes the transpose inverse of g. 

7.4. Lemma. Let R be commutative, nz3. The projection (u, w) - u induces a 
bijection SUm,(R)/E,(R) + Um,(R)/E,(R). 
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Proof. Use [ll, 1.2 and 1.31. 
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Remark. For n = 2 one would need T,(R) (see 3.2) instead of E,(R). 

7.5. For r2 1 put f,= 1- CT=, Xi yi in the polynomial ring Z[X,, . . . ,X,, Yt, . . . , Y,]. 

(Compare [13, Theorem 2.31.) Clearly Sum,(R) consists of morphisms Spec R 3 

Spec Z[X,, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Y,l/(f,>. 

Speculation. Let n 2 3, r? 1, and let R be commutative with sdim(R) 5 2n - 4 and 

with sdim(R [X,, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Y,]) 5 2n + 2r- 4. Let R {r} denote the fibred pro- 

duct of R[X, ,..., X,,Y, ,..., Y,] and Z[X, ,..., X,,Y, ,..., Y,.]/(f,> over R[X, ,..., A’,., 

Y,, . . . . Y,.]/<f,>. One may show that sdim(R{r})s2n + 2r- 4. We define a homo- 

morphism WMS,(R) 4 WMS,+,(R (r)) by [ur, . . . , u,] H [X,, . . . , X,., u,f,, . . . , o,f,]. 
We leave it to the reader to interpret the notation and to show that one gets a homo- 

morphism. Does this homomorphism behave like a suspension map [X,S”-‘1 -+ 
[SX, s n+r-l]? (Compare [4,4.12].) 

Caution. Do not read urf, as a product of two elements u1 and f, of R(r). 
Usually o, does not exist in R{r}. This type of confusion could be avoided by 

introducing notations for weak Mennicke symbols relative to ideals. (Here one 

would be interested in symbols over R [X,, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Y,] relative to its ideal 

JR 1X,, . . . ,X,, Yr, . . . , Yrl.1 

7.6. We turn to algebraic topology. 

Notations. Let X be a finite CW complex of dimension d and let C(X) be the ring 

of real valued continuous functions (for variations on this theme see [14]). Let SX 

denote the suspension of X. (But SO, denotes the special orthogonal group, acting 

from the right on IR” and thus on S”-’ ), Say nz2. Each u ~Urn,(C(x)) deter- 

mines a map X+ IF?” - (O}, which in its turn determines a map arg(u) :X+ S”-’ by 

composition with the standard homotopy equivalence iR” - (0) + S”-‘. We thus get 

an element [arg(u)] of [X, Sn-‘]. (As nz 2, we may ignore base points, cf. [4, 

(4.11)(l)].) Similarly an element of SL,(C(X)) determines one of [X,SO,] (com- 

pare 18, $71). Now suppose ds2n - 4, It> 3. Then IX, Sn-‘] is a stable co- 

homotopy group n+‘(X) and the reasoning in [4; 4.10,4.11,4.12] shows that 

Um,(C(X)) --, rrr”-‘(X> (given by o - [arg(o)]) induces a group isomorphism 

Um,(C(X))/E,(C(X)) + znP’(X). Let us record this as 

7.7. Theorem. Let n 2 3 and let X be a finite CW complex of dimension d with 
ds2n -4. Then the natural map Um,(C(X))/E,,(C(X)) + znel(X) is bijective and 
it is a universal weak Mennicke symbol. 

Second proof. We now give a more illuminating proof, due to Ofer Gabber. First 

recall how Borsuk [2] describes the group structure on his cohomotopy groups 
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rc”-‘(X). Given CX,PE rc”-’ (X) and y0 E S”- ’ there are representatives f,, f2, of o, /3 

respectively and disjoint open subsets Gi, G, of X such that fi(X- Gi) = (_Yo} for 

i-1,2. Define f:X+S *-’ so that f coincides with f, on Gi, with f2 on GZ, with 

both on X- (G, U G2). Then f is continuous and it represents a +B. Let us write N 

for the north pole (1, 0, . . . , 0) of S”-’ and S for its south pole (-l,O, . . ..O). Then 

an alternative description of Borsuk’s addition goes as follows (compare with the 

addition in terms of framed cobordism classes for the case that X is a compact dif- 

ferentiable manifold [9]). One first chooses representatives f,, f2 of a, p respectively 

so that f,-‘(N) is disjoint from f;‘(N) (here J-‘(N) means Af;‘({N})). There is a 

continuous f: X-+ S”-’ such that f-‘(N) = f,-‘(N) U f2-‘(N) and such that f coin- 

cides with J; on a neighborhood of f,-‘(N) for i = 1,2. Any such f represents a +/3. 

(To derive this description from the previous one, first observe that given any neigh- 

borhood uofJ;:-l(N), there is g; :X-t S”-’ which is homotopic to fi, coincides with 

f; on a neighborhood of J-‘(N), and which sends X- U to the south pole. Also 

use that X is compact.) As it is well known that Um,(C(X))/E,(C(X)) + n”-‘(X) 

is bijective (use [20, Theorem 121 for a proof), we have to understand now 

why this map is a weak Mennicke symbol. First let IJ ~Urn,(c(X)). Inspecting 

arg(juil, u2, . . . . o,))‘(V) for V a small neighborhood of N ones sees that 

[arg(ui, . . . . u,)l+ targ(-ui, ~2, . . . . u,>l = [arg(/~l/,~2,...,~,)1. 

But brg(Iu,/,u2,..., o,)] is of course trivial. It follows that [arg(-u,, u2, . . . . u,)] = 

-[arg(ul,u2,..., o,)]. Now if (q, u2, . . . , un), (1 + q, 02, . . . , u,) are unimodular, and 

r(l+q)=q mod(u2, . . . . u,), then we inspect in a similar way the inverse image of 

N under f = arg(r, u2, . . . , 0,). Put fi = arg(q, u2, . . . , u,), f2 = arg(-1 - q, u2, . . . , u,). It 

is easy to see that f -‘(A’) is the disjoint union of the A-‘(N). (Let x E f -‘(IV). One 

has u2(x) = ... = u,(x) = 0, so that r(x)(l + q(x)) = q(x). One also has r(x)>O, so 

that either 1 + q(x) > q(x) > 0 or -q(x) > -1 -q(x) > 0.) Moreover, if I/ is a small 

neighborhood of N, then f agrees withA onfi-l(V) up to perturbations along great 

circles. It is easy to find homotopies to counteract these perturbations, so that [f] 
must be [fi] + [f2]. Thus 

targ(r, u2, . . . , on>1 = hdq, u2, . . . , bdl + bw(-1 - 4,02, . . . , u,)l 

= kw(q, 02, . . . , 4J - bwU+ 4,u2, . . . , bJ, 

as required. Universality of the symbol is easy (use 4.30 and 3.5(i)). 

7.8. Theorem. For X, n as in 7.7 the group 7c “-l(X) is a right [X, SO&nodule as 
described in 1.1. 

Proof. This is just Theorem 5.3(i), because of 7.7. As in 7.7 we now give a second 

proof. We have to explain the formula 

[ngl+ [wl = kg1 + kl when toI + twl = 1~1, 
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where u, w, z E Um,(C(X)), g E SO,(C(X)) c GL,(C(X)). One may choose repre- 

sentatives u, w, g of the respective homotopy classes in such a way that there are dis- 

joint open subsets G,, Gz, G3 of X such that arg(u)(X- G,) = S, arg(w)(X- G2) = S 

and such that g(x) stabilizes S for xcX- Gs. (For a proof of this in the style of 

this paper see the exercise below.) Represent [g] by x - S. g(x) (so X- G, goes to 

S) and represent [z] by the map which agrees with arg(u) on G,, with arg(w) on 

Gz, with both on X- (G, U G,). Then [zg] gets represented by a map which sends 

X- (G, U G2 U Gs) to S, agrees with x - arg(o)(x) . g(x) on G, with x ++ arg(w)(x) . 
g(x) on G, and with x - S. g(x) on Gs. Similar descriptions hold for [ug], [wg], [g] 

and the result follows easily. 

Exercise. Show that o, w, g may be chosen so that u = (u,, u2, . . . , u,,), w = 

(-l-u,,u2,..., u,), g has first row (pt, . . . ,117,) with (u2, . . . , un,p2, . . . , p,) unimodu- 

lar. (Argue as in 4.27.) Next choose an c-neighborhood V, of the north pole so that 

arg(u))‘(VJ, arg(w)-‘(V,), {xEX: S. g(x)E V,) are disjoint. Finally show that 

u, w, g may be chosen as claimed above (compare 7.7). 

7.9. Main example. We take X=S02xS’ with r23, n= T+ 1. Observe that d= 

r+ 1 = II is just one higher than in [4]. Also observe that sdim(C(X)) = dl2n - 4, 

so that our theory applies. We now recall a result of G.W. Whitehead [21]. Embed 

SO, in the upper left-hand corner of SO,,, so that S02+ SO,, represents the non- 

trivial element of rct(SO,) (here we view SO2 as a circle). Map X to S’ by the action 

of SOZ on S’, which is after all just a map S02xS’+ S’. That gives an element [u] 

of [X, S’] = Um,(C(X))/E,(C(X)). Suspending it yields S[u] E [SX, Sr+‘]. Now 

Whitehead shows that one may realize SX by collapsing in the sphere 

s r+2 = {(Xl, . . . . x,+3): Cxf=l} 

both subspheres {(x,,x2,0,...,0):x~+x~=l} and {(O,~,X~,...,X,+~): Cx,T=l} (this 

is not his language). This collapsing map Sr+2 + SX induces a map 

[SX, sr+‘1 + [Yf2, Y+l] 

and Whitehead proves that the composite map 

[SO,, SO,] -+ [X, Y] + [SX, Sr+l] + [Y+2, Y+l] 

is a bijection, where the first map sends the non-trivial element to u and the trivial 

element to the class [w] of the projection of X= SO, x S’ onto its second factor. 

(All objects in the sequence are abelian groups, as the first object equals rc,(SO,J 

and the other ones are stable. But the first map is not a homomorphism.) Thus 

[u] # [w]. Projecting X onto its first factor SO, yields ge SL,(C(X)) and one has 

[w]g=[u]. We thus have found gESL,(C(X)), w~Um,,(C(x)), with [w]g#[u]. 

This shows that the module structure of Theorem 5.3 is not always trivial. (Recall 

it would be trivial for d= n - 1, at least when restricted to SL,(C(X)), by 5.3(ii).) 

Now let r be odd, r>4. We claim that even ms(u) is not equal to ms(w) (notations 
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of 6.1). Suppose they were equal. By Theorem 6.1 we would have k~ SL,(C(X)) 
such that [uk] = [w] and such that k describes an element of ker([X, SO,] + 
[X, SO, + 1]). Now the Puppe sequence [SX, S”] + [X, SO,] + [X, SO, + I] tells that k 
must be in the image of [SX, S”] --f [X, SO,]. As n = r+ 1 we may rewrite [SX, S”] as 
[X, S’] and the map to [X, SO,,] then comes from the familiar map S’-+ SO, whose 
composite with the first row map SO, -+S’ has degree 2. The class [k] of the first 
row of k is thus a multiple of 2 (recall that [X, S’] is stable). As TI,+~(S”+‘) has two 
elements and [uk] = [u]+ [k] by 5.3(iv), the image of [ok] in z,+~(S”+‘) under 
Whitehead’s homomorphism [X, S’] ---t [SX, Sr+‘] + n,, 2(Sr+1) is equal to the 
image of [o], not the image of [w]. This contradicts the bijectivity of [SO*, SO,] -+ 
z,+*(Sr+‘) cited above. Now take r= 7. As SOS -+ S’ splits, there is h E SLs(C(X)) 
whose first row yields [w]. Suppose ms[ghg-‘h-‘1 vanishes. Then 

But ms [gh] is just ms[h] because g E ( 0 g ’ ‘)&(C(X)). We would thus find ms[w] = 
ms [gh] = ms [hg] = ms [u], in contradiction with the above. Similarly, if r = 3 we find 
h E SL,(C(S)) with [ghg-‘h-‘1 #O in WMS,(C(X)). Let us record this as 

7.10. Proposition. (i) There is a 4dimensional ring R and there are g E SL,(R), 
h E SL,(R) with ghg-'h-l $ GL3(R)E4(R). 

(ii) There is an &dimensional ring R and there are g E SL,(R), h E SL,(R) such 
that ghg-‘h-l eGL,(R)(GLs(R) n&(R)). 

Proof. Take 

R = ~[x,,x~,YI,..., Yr+l]/(X:+X:=l=y:+...+yf+l) 

with r = 3,7 respectively, and note that our examples in 7.9 may be realized over this 
subring of C(X) = C(SO,x S’) (cf. [7, p. 311). Now use 4.1, 6.1. 

Remark. Recall that in (ii) we have ghg-‘h-’ E E,,(R) by stability for K, . 

7.11. Example. Let X be as in 7.6, nz3, n odd, d 52n -4. We claim that the 
image under the first row map [X, SO,] -+ [X,S”-‘1 is annihilated by 2. (We do 
not claim this map is a homomorphism, as we know better by 7.9.) To prove the 
claim, let ge SL,(C(X)) with first row (u,, . . . . u,). Recall that [-ul, 02, . . . , u,] = 

-101, Q, .a*, v,]. (see proof of 7.7 or derive this from 3.5 using the fact that C u; is 
a square of a unit). Now apply 5.5. 

Exercise. Give an ordinary proof, i.e. one that does not use 7.7. 

7.12. Example. Let X be as in 7.6 again, n 2 3, d 5 2n - 4. Assume also that X is 
a co-H-space (e.g. a sphere), so that the [X,SO,] are abelian. Then the image of 
[X, SO,] in ([X, SO,, + 1] /im [X, SO,, _ ,I) is annihilated by 2. Again one could easily 
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prove this with standard methods, but we argue as follows. We have an exact 

sequence [X, SO,_ t] + [X, SO,] + [X, S”- ‘1 and if n is odd, the result follows from 

7.11. Let n be even and let g E SL,(C(X)) represent an element of [X, SO,]. Say g 

has first row (u,, . . . . 0,). Let t=diag(-I, I,..., 1). Then tgt and g have the same 

image in [X, SO,, r], but by the computation in 7.11 we have [tgt] = -[g] in 

[X,&Y-‘]. 

7.13. Example. Consider the Hopf map S3 --t S2. It is represented by the first row 

of an element of SL3(C(S3)). Now look at the natural bijection Um3(C(S3))/ 

E3(C(S3)) --+ z3(S2). Suppose this bijection were a weak Mennicke symbol. We 

could then argue as in 7.11 and find that the class of the Hopf map is annihilated 

by 2 in 7r3(S2). As this class has actually infinite order, it follows that in Theorem 

4.1 it would not suffice to have sdim(R) I 2n - 3 when n = 3. 

7.14. Main question. How does WMS,(R) relate with 

(GL,(R)E(R))/(GL,-I(R)&@)? (cf. PW. 
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